blu‧stone ™ collection

Blu Bathworks ® is a Canadian modern bathware design
house and manufacturer based in the heart of beautiful
British Columbia. Founded in 2006 by designer Michael
Gottschalk, Blu Bathworks’ core design philosophy is to
create contemporary architectural bathware that balances
minimalistic forms with sustainable functionality. Blu
Bathworks continues to grow from collaborations with
established designers and premium factories in Europe to
achieve a high level in both aesthetics and design structure.
Being the complete modern bathware solution, Blu Bathworks
offers a wonderful range of rich and unique products that
are fully certified in the North American market. Collections
include bathtubs, shower bases, basins, countertops,
tapware, shower systems, toilets + bidets, and furniture
+ accessories – all designed to work in harmony or as
standalone pieces.
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advocating modern lifestyle with minimalist designs
With an inherent passion for water conservation,
Blu Bathworks ® is committed to developing
sustainable products for an ecological future.
Sustainability is embedded in our corporate identity,
expressed in our attitude to our product offering as
well as our production processes. We continually
strive to optimize and innovate our production
processes from an ecology viewpoint.
This passion, motivated us to create our signature
eco-friendly blu·stone ™ material. Crafted from 80%
quartzite, blu·stone ™ is exceptionally durable, and
offers a natural stone-like texture and appearance.
Available in a selection of bathtubs, shower bases,
basins, and countertops, blu·stone ™ requires less
energy to produce than its ceramic counterpartfired in a kiln at lower temperatures for a significantly
shorter timeframe. Furthermore, as a recyclable
and repairable material, there is limited production
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wastage – which is good news for the landfill. As with
all Blu products, care has been taken to ensure the
application goes beyond design, the composition
of blu·stone ™ provides superior water temperature
retention, thus requiring less water consumption for
an optimum bathing experience.
Where water meets modern ™; combining new
technology, innovative processes, and contemporary
design, Blu Bathworks strives to create bathware
products which enhance longevity and value in
people’s daily lives. We are proud to feature quality
sustainable products that are impactful by design
and can provide an enriching bathing experience.
The ability to create dramatic designs, with less
impact on the environment than traditional bathware
products is a great source of pride for our brand.
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blu·stone Bathtub
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™

blu·stone™ bathtub fini BT0402N17-01M
INOX tubfiller TOX215-S, TOX811R/BT-S
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blu·stone™ bathtub azure BT0304N17-01M
INOX tubfiller TOX530-S
51 vanity F51V1-0900-K16 + mirror F51M2-0900
blu·stone™ vanity top SA0900-01M
INOX faucet TOX101-S
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blu·stone™ bathtub amanpuri·2 BT6200R-01M with Fumo (K18) shelving
pure·2 tubfiller TSP421
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blu·stone™ Bathtub

features
& benefits

Exclusively crafted by Blu Bathworks, blu·stone ™ is the brand’s signature eco-friendly stone
collection, available in a range of luxury bathtubs, shower bases, basins, and countertop designs.
Luminous and highly tactile, this award-winning designer's favorite offers durable and versatile
fixtures for the modern and transitional bathroom environment. Available in freestanding and alcove
applications with a wide range of size and style for maximum design flexibility and optimum bathing
experience.

Freestanding: bathtub
metrix

BT0102

59½" L x 30" W x 21¾" H

BT0105

BT0203

66" L x 30" W x 19½" H

BT0207

71" L x 31½" W x 23½" H

71" L x 31½" W x 23½" H

azure

BT0304N17

66¼" L x 34" W x 20¾" H

BT0305

BT0305N15

67" L x 31½" W x 19¾" H

BT0305N17

59" L x 27½" W x 19¾" H

67" L x 31½" W x 19¾" H

coco

Durable

Crafted from 80% quartzite, blu·stone ™ is an exceptionally durable material, which looks and feels like natural stone. It is
high-pressure injection molded, anti-microbial and non-porous. Low maintenance and repairable, blu·stone ™ bathware is
stain and scratch resistant.

BT0104

59½" L x 30" W x 18" H

luna

BT0304

67" L x 31½" W x 23¾" H

BT0304.01

BT0402

67" L x 31½" W x 21¾" H

BT0402N16

59" L x 31½" W x 23½" H

65" L x 25½" W x 19¾" H

halo

fini

One-Piece Design

Each blu·stone ™ fixture is crafted as a seamless, one-piece design, exhibiting an architectural quality in addition to practical
benefits such as prevention of mildew and mold.

BT0406

63" L x 30" W x 21¾" H

BT0406.01

BT0408

63" L x 30" W x 21¾" H

BT0402N17

71" L x 31½" W x 23½" H

Alcove: bathtub

68¾" L x 31½" W x 21¾" H

Designer Bathtub Series

Colors + Texture

A selection of blu·stone ™ bathtubs are available in a range of vibrant, modern colors including lime, concrete (grey), black
and more. Homogenous in nature, the color is consistent throughout, resulting in a more vibrant and lasting color. Bathtubs
are available in matte, gloss, or embossed finishes.

Sustainable
blu·stone is sustainable given its low energy production process, requiring less time in the kiln at lower temperatures than
ceramics. As a recyclable material, blu·stone ™ limits production wastage. The material composition also provides superior
water temperature retention, thus reducing water consumption.
™

BT0110L

60" L x 32" W x 20¼" H

BT0110R

60" L x 32" W x 20¼" H

BT7000

70¾" - 86½" L x 31½" - 43¼" W x 20½" H

BT7100

78¾" - 94½" L x 39¼" - 47¼" W x 20½" H

amanpuri Bathtub

Designer Series
blu·stone ™ collection provides the flexibility to coordinate materials across the bathroom, with bathtub options to suit every
design requirement. Choose from freestanding to alcove bathtubs, condo-proportioned to deep-soaker tubs. blu·stone ™ is
the ideal material for creating custom design solutions to support project specifications.
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amanpuri·1 | BT6100
71¾" L x 37¾" W x 21¾" H

amanpuri·2 | BT6200
79" L x 37¾" W x 21¾" H

amanpuri·6 | BT6600
73" L x 41¾" W x 20½" H

amanpuri·7 | BT6700
83½" L x 41¾" W x 20½" H

amanpuri·8 | BT6800
91½" L x 39½" W x 20½" H
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blu·stone finishes
™

Matte: Visually luminous and
highly tactile, matte finish is
soft, almost warm – to the
touch and invokes a minimalist,
architectural quality.

Gloss: High gloss finish is
available for select blu·stone™
pieces, which adds a modern
touch and enhances design
coordination.

Embossed: A selection of

blu·stone™ pieces are available
with an exterior embossed
design, which creates texture
and personalization.

white · matte

White Matte represents standard stocking/ inventory items.

blu·stone™ colors and finishes.
white · gloss

white embossed · matte / gloss

concrete · matte / gloss

concrete embossed · matte / gloss

black · matte / gloss

black embossed · matte / gloss

blu·stone™ colors and finishes for special custom orders.
biscuit · matte / gloss

lime · matte / gloss

red · matte / gloss

blue · matte / gloss

orange · matte / gloss

yellow · matte / gloss

blu·stone™ bathtub coco BT0402-06M
pure·2 tubfiller TSP511
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blu·stone ™ Shower Base
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blu·stone™ shower base SB9150-01M
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I
blu·stone™ shower base SB9120-01M
INOX shower head TOX230W-S
INOX handshower TOX117-S, TOX900R-S, TOX901-S
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blu·stone™ Shower Base

features
& benefits

31½" W

SB8080

31½" L x 31½" W x 1¼" H

35½" W

SB9090

35½" L x 35½" W x 1¼" H

Blu Bathworks ® blu·stone ™ shower base is Italian-crafted using the brand’s signature, eco-friendly
blu·stone ™ material. The low threshold shower base provides design flexibility, exceptional durability,
architectural style, and a range of lengths in 31½" or 35½" width options. Further customization is
possible as the shower base can be cut to fit on-site.
New range of colors and textures available in 2018.
SB8120

47¼" L x 31½" W x 1¼" H

SB9120

47¼" L x 35½" W x 1¼" H

blu·stone™

Shower bases are molded from signature blu·stone ™ material that looks and feels like natural stone. This 80% quartzite, high
pressure injection mold is exceptionally durable, repairable, and is both stain and scratch resistant. This sustainable shower
base does not require regular maintenance like tile and alternative materials, such as resealing the grout.

Design Flexibility

The versatile right/left drain installation makes the shower base a convenient prospect for both new construction and
remodels. Easily customizable, the shower receptor can be cut-to-fit specific lengths on-site or cut to work around awkward
corners or obstructions. For a unified design aesthetic, the shower base coordinates with a range of blu·stone ™ bathtubs,
sinks and vanity countertops.

SB8150

59" L x 31½" W x 1¼" H

SB9150

59" L x 35½" W x 1¼" H

One-Piece Design

Architecturally beautiful, the practical benefits of a seamless one-piece blu·stone ™ shower base include the prevention of
growth of mildew and mold, that typically occurs with grout. One-piece design also reduces the likelihood of leakage from
the cracks in tiles and other alternatives. The shower base is molded to include a sloped floor that ensures water run-off
through the drain only.

Easy Installation
Precision engineered with an ultra-low 1¼" threshold makes the blu·stone ™ shower base much easier to install. Whether it is
surface-mounted or recessed, the shower base requires less labor and its associated cost to install.

SB8250

98½" L x 31½" W x 1¼" H
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SB9250

98½" L x 35½" W x 1¼" H
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blu·stone ™ Basin
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51 vanity F51V1-0600-K11 + mirror F51M2-1400
blu·stone ™ countertops SAC0600-01M
blu·stone ™ basins luna SA0107N38-01M
electronica faucets PT7001 + pure·2 TF210
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*Vanity drawer front is a natural wood product, variations in color, vein, or finish are considered part of the wood’s value and craftsmanship.

45º UP vanity F45V2-1400-01M.04
51 mirror F51M2-0700
blu·stone ™ countertop SAC1400-01M
blu·stone™ basin metrix SA0204-01M
INOX faucet TOX210-S, TOX811R/SA-S

blu·stone™ basin coco SA0505-04ME1
electronica faucet PT7001 + pure·2 TF210
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51 vanity F51V1-1200-K18 + mirror F51M2-1200
blu·stone™ vanity top SA1200-01M
INOX faucet TOX101-S
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features
& benefits

The blu·stone ™ basin collection continues to grow, building on the success of star pieces such as
the coco freestanding pedestal basin. This carefully curated collection includes a range of models
for countertop, freestanding, and vanity top applications – all embodying the brand’s minimalist
aesthetic and seamless design.

blu·stone™

Basins are created from signature blu·stone ™ material that is high pressure injection molded from 80% quartzite. This
dynamic material is durable and eco-friendly. Crafted in Italy, blu·stone ™ requires less energy to produce and is recyclable
and repairable in nature.

blu·stone™ Basin
Countertop: vessel
metrix

SA0204

24" L x 15½" W x 5½" H

SA0208

24" L x 16¼" W x 5½" H

SA0305N37

22¾" L x 14½" W x 5" H

SA0202

16¼" L x 16¼" W x 5½" H

luna

SA0209N37

14½" L x 14½" W x 5" H

halo

SA0107N38
15" DIA x 5½" H

SA0209N38

15" L x 15" W x 5½" H

SA0305N38

SA0102

22¾" L x 15" W x 5½" H

23¾" L x 17¾" W x 6" H

coco

Durable

blu·stone ™ basins are non-porous, stain and impact resistant making them hygienic and durable for daily uses. Easy to
remove make-up stains, and can be readily repairable, the blu·stone ™ basins are perfect for any household.

SA0107N37
14½" DIA x 5" H

One-Piece Design

Beautiful one-piece design offers a cleaner and more modern aesthetic. There is also no seams or cracks for germs/mold to
hide, making it more hygienic and easy to clean.

SA0107

18" DIA x 6½" H

SA0110

semi-recessed
16" DIA x 4½" H

Freestanding: pedestal
metrix

coco

halo

Color + Texture
A range of vibrant and modern coloration of vessel sinks and pedestals can be ordered to suit any interior design goals. The
colors are homogenous, meaning the color is consistent throughout the basin. The blu·stone ™ feels like natural stone, making
the experience much more enjoyable. Like the bathtub collection, embossing is available in selected models.

Design Flexibility
Besides being easily molded, blu·stone ™ integrated vanity tops and countertops can be cut accordingly to fit projects on-site.
Similar to wood’s tangibility, it can be sawed, drilled, milled, and ground with hard tipped tools.

SA0504
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17¾" L x 17¾" W x 32¾" H

SA0505

17¾" DIA x 32¾" H

SA0505N44

17¼" DIA x 34¼" H

SA0506

19¼" DIA x 31½" H

SA0507

22" DIA x 32¾" H
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blu·stone™ Vanity Top
½" Countertop

SAC0600

SAC0700

23¾" W x 20¼" D

27¾" W x 20¼" D

SAC0900

SAC1200

SAC1400

SAC1800

SA0900

SA1200

SA1400

SA1401

SA1402

SA1800

SA1210

SA1410

SA1411

SA1412

SA1810

35¾" W x 20¼" D

47½" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

71" W x 20¼" D

SAC2700

106½" W x 20¼" D

½" Integrated Vanity Top

SA0600

SA0700

23¾" W x 20¼" D

27¾" W x 20¼" D

39¼" W x ½" D
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SABS1400
55" W x ½" D

47½" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

71" W x 20¼" D

4" Integrated Vanity Top

4" Backsplash

SABS1000

35¾" W x 20¼" D

SABS1800
71" W x ½" D

SA0910

35¾" W x 20¼" D

47½" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

55¼" W x 20¼" D

71" W x 20¼" D
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Acrylic Bathtub
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acrylic bathtub pisa BT8004B18
INOX tubfiller TOX540-S, TOX811R/BT-S
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acrylic bathtub siena BT8006B15
INOX tubfiller TOX540-S, TOX811R/BT-S
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features
& benefits

Modern sophistication meets effortless functionality with this selection of high gloss European-style
acrylic bathtubs.

Acrylic Bathtub
Freestanding: bathtub
siena

Compact by design, these one-piece acrylic bathtubs offer contemporary designs and require no
assembling - making it more manageable and easy to install.

BT8006B15

59" L x 28¼" W x 23¼" H

BT8006B17

67" L x 30¾" W x 23½" H

Durable

Constructed with high-quality Lucite acrylic (Plexiglass-like material) ensures durability and ease of repair. With a timeless
design for product longevity, blu's acrylic bathtub minimizes waste and energy consumption.

pisa

Anti-Rust Steel Frame

Hidden underneath the acrylic tubs are anti-rust steel frames to give the bathtub an extra reinforcement ensuring their
longevity and strength.

Adjustable Legs

BT8002B16

BT8002B18

62¼" L x 29" W x 22¼" H

70" L x 31½" W x 22" H

BT8004B16

62¼" L x 29" W x 22½" H

BT8004B18

70" L x 31½" W x 22" H

box

The addition of four adjustable legs ensures the weight of the water is evenly distributed and the bathtub is installed perfectly
leveled with the ground.

Light Weight
Acrylic bathtubs are light weight making them perfect for apartments or weight restricted areas. The lighter weight also
makes it easier to move and install.

BT8001

60" L x 32" W x 21" H

BT8005

67" L x 29" W x 23¼" H

BT8007

71" L x 31½" W x 23½" H

Interchangeable Slot Overflow + Waste
The integral slot overflow + waste contributes to the minimalistis aesthetic, and comes in a standard polished chrome finish.
Brushed nickel or white gloss finishes are also available to coordinate with any design motif.
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Toilet + Bidet
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toilet metrix LW6020A, LSeat-slim
bidet metrix LB9020
INOX bidet mixer TOX611-S

features
& benefits

Toilet

AB1953

Wall-mount: toilet

ADA

ADA

ADA

Blu Bathworks ® expanding selection of wall-mount toilets embody a clean, minimalist aesthetic
while offering cutting edge technology and performance.
All toilet models are compliant with WaterSense and CalGreen, conserving up to 11,000 gallons of
water per year.

LW6020A

LW6030A

21½" L x 14¼" W x 13" H

LW6008

21½" L x 14¼" W x 12½" H

22" L x 14¼" W x 13¾" H

Toilet Seat

Stylish

Compact floor and wall-mount designs allow for better use of space. These sleek toilets are timeless and perfect in a variety
of spaces. Suitable for ADA universal design requirements and holds up to 800lbs.

LSeat-004

Seat Covers

High-performance material with the look and feel of ceramic. This highly break-proof Duroplast cover is extremely durable
with a with smooth, non-porous surface for maintaining hygienic conditions. Even after years of use, the cover will not lose
its shine.

LSeat-Slim

Bidet
Wall-mount: bidet

Hygienic

Bidet Mixer

ADA

The metrix LW6020A rimless toilet is more hygienic with nowhere for germs to hide, making it easy to clean with simply
a cloth. The toilets also feature a more powerful and efficient splash-free flushing system. The specially designed water
propulsion system is a major enhancement in low-water flushing performance.

Dual Cyclonic Flush
The coco LW6008 offers dual cyclonic flush action where the water ejects from a small jet hole and flushes along the
inner wall of the toilet to create a vortex. The vortex does a thorough 360° clean around the toilet bowl. This revolutionary
technology not only cleans the toilet wall, it also enhances the siphon power, achieving a powerful flush every time.

TOX611

LB9020

5¼" spout projection
6¼" H x 2" W x 6" D

TSP611

4¼" spout projection
6½" H x 1½" W x 5" D

TSU611

4½" spout projection
6½" H x 1½" W x 5½" D

21¼" L x 13¾" W x 9¾" H
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United States: Alabama · Arizona · California · Colorado · Connecticut · Florida · Georgia

Hawaii · Idaho · Illinois · Kentucky · Massachusetts · Michigan · Minnesota · Montana · Nevada
New Hampshire · New Jersey · New York · North Carolina · Ohio · Oklahoma · Oregon · Pennsylvania
Rhode Island · South Carolina · Texas · Utah · Virginia · Washington · Wyoming

Canada: Alberta · British Columbia · Manitoba · Nova Scotia · Ontario · Quebec · Saskatchewan
T + 1.604.299.0122 | TF + 1.866.907.0122 | info@blubathworks.com | blubathworks.com
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